
DLP #14
1. $5,000 was the amount the great racing 

horse Man O’ War sold for in 1918 but he and 
his three hundred eighty-three descendant 
earned close to 6,000,000 dollars.

2. Under three rooves three attornies in three 
studios made three wishs jumped into three 
jalopys, stuck there heads out of three 
windows and decided between themselves 
where to go for lunch.



DLP #15
1. If you’re snoring is a problem get help and 

information by sending aa bizness-sized s.a.s.e. (self-
addressed stamped envelope) to the following 
address: N. York Eye & Ear Infirmary Second Ave. at 
14th St. N.Y., N.Y. 10003.

2. Knuckles crack because when you pull apart the too 
bones in fingers or toes, a fluid slips into the space 
and this action causes low-pressure condition, and 
bubbles form and then collapse.



DLP# 16
1. 75% of all people have at least one cold a year 

while 25% have four or more teenagers are fifty 
% more likely to catch cold then people over 
fifty are.

2. An Elephants trunk has forty thousand muscles 
that can be used for feeding digging bathing 
locating food or smelling danger the trunk can 
uproot a tree or pick up a pin.



DLP #17

1. A terrible hurricane hit new England and long island 
New York, in September 1938 and 600 people were 
killed and 275,000,000 tree were destroyed and 
20,000 miles of electric wires were downed and 
26,000 cars were damaged.

2. In his book, Les Miserables, french author Victor 
hugo wrote a sentence that has eight hundred 
twenty-three words, ninety-three comas, fifty-one 
semicolons, and four dashes.



DLP #18

1. Each student needs their own computer to 
practice on, its a shame that the supply ran out 
before Mr. Hudgens could assign a computer to 
Carrie and I.

2. In some countrys, makeup can idenify which 
tribe or religion people belong to and what 
rank you have within a group.



DLP #19

1. Mosquitoes are not a problem in cool whether because 
when the temperature drops below 60 it can’t flap it’s 
wings.

2. Armando and me are not you’re classic game geeks him 
and me just like to keep up with the latest trends in video 
games.



DLP #20

1. Who’s problem is it when a major defence corporation 
loses their goverment contract and lays off most of their 
employees?

2. To attract customer’s merchant’s ocasionaly pose live 
models next to mannequins they can’t talk, smile, twitch, 
or move a muscle.



DLP #21

1. He remembered the word silhouette while cutting a shapes 
from the black paper and began to wonder where it came 
from.

2. In the book Once upon a time when we were Colored, he 
describes hisself growing up as an African American in 
Mississippi during the 1950s. 

{The author of this book is Clifton Taulbert.}



DLP #22

1. As Sonja and myself loaded new software onto her 
computer, it made a grinding noise that reminded her and I 
of the time she stripped the gears on her Mothers car.

2. As the train rounded the dangerous curve on a specially 
dezigned rail it tipped inward slightly but remained stable.



DLP #23

1. Mr. Singh our ancient, history teacher learned us that the 
new names for Siam, Mesopotamia, and Persia were 
Thailand, Iraq, and Iran.

2. Not all people in the World considers black to be the color 
fore morning, in China and in moslem countries, mourners 
ware white.



DLP #24

1. Neither my Mother nor my Father have the answer 
to why tennis balls are fuzzy. Or why golf balls had 
dimples.

2. Blue and white is the most popular high school 
colors but are rock or country the most popular 
music.



DLP#25

1. When a person shivers, they increase the muscular 
activity in there bodys and that helps them warm up.

2. In 1869, the Navajo population is less then 10,000, in 
the 1990 census, the population was well over 
200,000.


